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Fixture, housing LED P3000 - patina - choice
of colors

Price 25.87 Euro

Availability Availability - 3 days

Number 748

Manufacturer RESTAN

Product description
P3000 luminaires are designed primarily as a lighting Furniture kitchen worktops . They are also used in all kinds of cabinets and shop windows , chests of drawers , wardrobes , wall niches and lighting staircases and stairs. Thanks
to them , as the light source , high-performance three leds , a renowned Taiwanese manufacturer of HELIO and power system developed by our company ensures reliable operation of the luminaire for many years of use.
Luminaire , with a power consumption 3W , replacing traditional wood framing with halogen 20W . This can significantly reduce the cost of electricity , and long life , shaped at the level of 50 thousand hours of continuous light ,
reflected in the many years of operation. The luminaire is available in two mounting styles - with flange for mounting external and without flange to the rear of the cut hole . The product is available in seven colors of the housing (
in the case of the housing to the rear ) and four colors of light.

 

PARAMETERS :

Number of LEDs : 1W LED 3xPOWER HELIO

Available colors of light / luminous flux:

warm white / 270 lm

cold white / 300 lm

Blue / 90 lm

red / 201 lm

Supply Voltage : 12V AC / DC

Power consumption: 3W

Beam angle : 50 degrees x 3

Color Rendering Index : Ra > 75

Operating temperature : -30 ° C to +40 ° C

Dimensions : Ø72 x Ø48 x 20 mm (outer diameter x inner diameter x height)

Degree of protection : IP20

Connection cable: 25 cm
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This product has additional options:

light color: blue , cold white , red , warm white
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